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Abstract

Background
Bardet-Biedl Syndrome (BBS) is a rare inherited ciliopathy disorder characterized by a wide range of
clinical symptoms affecting multiple body systems. All BBS genes are involved in cilia function as a part
of the BBSome complex. Mutations of BBS genes are not completely understood, suggesting that more
research is needed to develop a molecular diagnostic strategy for this syndrome.

Methods and Results
Whole exome sequencing (WES) was performed on eighteen patients. A comparative study based on
Runs of homozygosity (ROH (calling was performed using the BCFtools/RoH software on WES data. The
potential pathogenicity of the detected mutations and the effect on splicing was predicted by in-silico
analysis. Copy Number Variation (CNV) analysis was performed from the read depth of WES data using
the ExomeDepth pipeline in unsolved BBS patients. Eight variants including four novel mutations, and a
synonymous splicing variant (c.G471A) in BBS2 were identi�ed. By examining homozygous regions
among these patients, the existence of common homozygous regions containing the identi�ed mutation
was proved in patients with Baloch ethnicity. In-silico analysis predicted the effect of the c.G471A
mutations on BBS2 mRNA splicing, this mutation leads to broken wild-type donor site and intron retention
in the mature mRNA. CNV analysis revealed a deletion of exons in the BBS1 gene.

Conclusion
Our results declared the founder mutation c.G471A in the BBS2 gene in the Baloch ethnicity of the Iranian
population, which can determine the diagnostic approach of this syndrome in future studies.

Introduction
Bardet-Biedl Syndrome is a rare inherited ciliopathy disorder characterized by a wide range of clinical
symptoms affecting multiple body systems [1]. Its primary features encompass polydactyly, obesity,
hypogonadism, renal abnormalities, mental retardation, and rod-cone dystrophy. Also, secondary
characteristics such as brachydactyly or syndactyly, developmental delay, congenital heart disease,
diabetes mellitus, speech de�cit, and ataxia have been observed in patients [2]. BBS prevalence shows a
wide variety of 1 in 100,000 live birth in North America and Europe and 1 in 18,000 live birth on the island
of Newfoundland [3]. Recent advances in NGS and genetic testing methods have signi�cantly improved
the identi�cation of mutations and the diagnostic performance of such heterogeneous genetic
conditions. So far, at least 26 BBS genes have been discovered that explain about 70–80% of clinically-
diagnosed patients. However, the genetic basis of at least 20% of BBS patients remains undiagnosed [4].
All BBS genes are involved in cilia function as a part of the BBSome complex. As a cargo adapter, this
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complex recognizes signaling proteins such as GPCRs[1] connecting them to the intra�agellar transport
machinery [5].

Oligogenic inheritance such as triallelic is present in less than 10% of BBS [6]. Also, because of the
complex genetic and clinical nature of ciliopathies, there is a wide variety of diseases that overlap with
Bardet-Biedl syndrome, such as Sjogren-Larsson syndrome, Meckel–Gruber Syndrome, Ellis-van Creveld
syndrome, Joubert syndrome. Therefore, the use of clinical and genetic analysis in the differential
diagnosis of BBS from other ciliopathies is critical [7]. On the other hand, the genotype-phenotype
association studies revealed that the identity of the causative gene and the character of the mutation
partially predict the clinical consequence of the disease [8].

CNV is one of the major sources of genetic diversity in humans. CNVs involve the loss or gain of relatively
large genomic DNA segments. Since the frequency of CNVs in pathogenicity is 12–16%, these changes
play an important role in creating diversity in the population and disease phenotype [9]. The alteration in
the copy number of one or more dosage-sensitive genes is the most common mechanism underlying
CNV-mediated disease pathogenesis. Based on past studies, the role of CNV in causing BBS has been
reported in 18.5% of patients, with this CNV including 13 different deletions in eight BBS genes and a
deletion and a duplication in [2]ALMS1 and NPHP4[3] genes, respectively [10].

This multisystem disorder primarily affects children of consanguineous marriages. According to the high
consanguineous marriage frequency in Iranian society, investigating homozygous regions in the patient’s
families is fundamental.

Mutations of BBS genes in Middle Eastern countries- especially Iran, are not completely understood,
suggesting that more research is needed to develop a molecular diagnostic strategy for this syndrome.
This study was designed to characterize the responsible genes and mutation spectrums in a cohort of
eighteen Iranian families with BBS, using whole exome sequencing.

Materials and Methods

Selection of the subjects and preparation of samples
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of Social Welfare and
Rehabilitation Sciences (USWR) and Mashhad University of Medical Sciences (MUMS). According to BBS
diagnostic criteria, a clinical examination is performed considering the presence of at least four major
features or three primary features with at least two minor symptoms [11]. Clinical information was
extracted from patients’ medical records at Genetic Foundation, Khorasan Razavi, Hope Generation
Foundation, Tehran, and Diabetes research center, Yazd. A family must have consanguineous marriages
and at least one affected person, or at least two affected persons in non-familial situations, to be eligible
for this research. Eighteen Iranian nonrelative families with suspicious symptoms of BBS were recruited
for this investigation. Based on the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, informed consent was obtained
from all the patient’s parents. Eight patients belonged to Baloch ethnicity and the rest belonged to Persian
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ethnicity. In ten families, only one affected child was present, whereas the other families had two or more
children with the BBS phenotype. There was no consanguinity in four families (Table 1). Blood samples
from all patients and their family members were collected in EDTA tubes, and genomic DNA was
extracted from peripheral blood samples with a DNA extraction kit (Simbiolab, Iran).

Table 1
Clinical

evaluation
of all the

patients in
this study

Exome sequencing
Whole exome sequencing was performed on all eighteen patients from different families to look for
causative variants of BBS. Target enrichment was carried out using the SureSelect Human All Exon V6 kit
(Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and the HiSeq Rapid PE Cluster Kit v2 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), and
libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 instruments (Illumina). Adapter and low-quality reads were
removed from the raw data by the Trimmomatic tools. Reads were aligned to the reference genome (build
hg19) with the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner, and duplicate reads were then removed using Picard (v. 2.14.0-
SNAPSHOT). The �nal results were converted to SAM and BAM �les. Variant calling was performed to
identify single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and small insertions and deletions (indels) using The
Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK v4.0) software package and the Best Practice Guidelines described by
the developers. The readings in the modi�ed area were recompiled and the resultant variant �le was
present as a VCF �le. The VCF �le was then annotated using the wANNOVAR tool. Synonymous
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mutations, modi�cations in the intergenic, intronic, 3'UTR, and 5'UTR regions, as well as variants with a
frequency higher than 0.01 based on the available information from databases such as ExAc, GnomAD,
dbSNP, 1000 Genomes, and local database, Iranome were �ltered. Furthermore, heterozygous mutations
were �ltered to analyze homozygous and compound heterozygous mutations in situations of autosomal
recessive inheritance and parental consanguinity. Each variant is evaluated based on the available
information from the databases (including HGMD, ClinVar, LSDBs, NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project,
1000 Genomes, and dbSNP), published literature, clinical correlation and its predicted functional or
splicing impact using evolutionary conservation analysis and computational tools (including AlignGVGD,
MAPP, MutationTaster, PolyPhen-2, SIFT, and SNAP).

ROH calling
A comparative study based on ROH frequency and identi�ed potential genes that overlapped with ROH
regions was performed using the BCFtools/RoH software on WES data. The BCFtools/RoH command
detects regions of autozygosity using a Hidden Markov Model. ROH islands were de�ned based on
consensus that overlapping homozygous areas with a frequency of more than 0.4.

Sanger sequencing
Primer-3 and Oligoanalyzer 3.1 were used for primers designing for the detected variants spanning
regions. PCR reactions were performed under standard conditions. Puri�ed PCR products were sequenced
by Sanger sequencing using the Big Dye Terminator v3.1 Cycling Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystem,
Foster City, CA, USA) on an ABI 3730XL platform (Applied Biosystems). Data was reviewed using the
Sequencher v4.8, SnapGene, and Chromas Lite v2.01 software, and compared with wild-type samples
and reference sequences from the NCBI and Ensembl databases, and the frequency of candidate variants
was evaluated in the Iranome database.

In-silico prediction

The potential pathogenicity of the detected mutations was predicted by in-silico analysis using two
different tools: PolyPhen and SIFT. The potential effect on splicing was predicted by the Human Splicing
Finder (HSF). The HSF[4] database was created using an Ensembl dataset that included all human genes
containing introns and exons.

To analyze the predicted mutation on splice sites, we set mutation by HGVS nomenclature in the
Mutation Analysis Tool of the HSF database. Finally, we got the reference sequence and mutant
sequence. From the “Interpreted data”, we found the results of the predicted signal, prediction algorithm,
cDNA position, and interpretation.

Copy Number Variation Analysis
CNV analysis was performed from the read depth of WES data using the ExomeDepth pipeline in
unsolved BBS patients with a negative result through WES analysis according to the developers’
guidelines. ExomeDepth is a credible method for exome read depth analysis that uses an optimized set of
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reference samples to compare CNV presence at the exon level and generate normalized read counts of
the test sample. Using ClassifyCNV software, the pathogenicity of CNV was evaluated. This software
facilitates CNV analysis by following the ACMG 2019 classi�cation guidelines. The detected deletion was
con�rmed by PCR in one patient in comparison with healthy control. Real-time PCR analysis was
performed to study the gene dosage changes in the deleted regions in heterozygous individuals
compared to healthy controls. DNA was ampli�ed with SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Ampliqon,
Denmark). The LightCycler® 96 Real-Time PCR System was used for relative quanti�cation (Roche,
Germany). All reactions were performed in triplicates. Melting curves were generated after ampli�cation
and were analyzed by LightCycler 96 software.

Results

Exome sequencing analysis
By analyzing WES in eighteen studied patients, we identi�ed eight homozygous pathogenic variants in
nine patients, including four novel mutations (Table 2). Pedigrees were drawn using Invitae software (Fig.
1).

Identi�cation of a founder mutation in BBS2

Reanalyzing of WES in unsolved nine patients showed a synonymous mutation in the BBS2 gene in
seven patients. Studying the pathogenicity of the c.G471A mutation in the databases provided su�cient
con�dence to con�rm the pathogenicity of the mutation (Table 3). Variant segregation within healthy and
affected members in patients' families con�rmed co-segregation of the identi�ed mutation with the
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disease (Fig. 2). Analysis of homozygosity regions by ROH Calling was performed on VCF �les in seven
patients’ with Baluch ethnicity (one patient without mutation). A common locus of homozygosity in four
patients was observed (Fig. 3). The results are collected in Table 4.

In-silico analysis of c.G471A mutation

In-silico analysis with an online bioinformatics tool, the human splicing �nder (HSF) predicted the effect
of the c.471G > A mutations on BBS2 mRNA splicing. The HSF analysis predicts disruption of the wild-
type donor site, generating consensus values of 83.82 and 73.74 for the wild-type and mutant c.471G > A
allele, respectively. The predicted consensus value deviation of -12.03% for the disrupted wild type donor
site indicates the intron retention which would result in a frame-shift, and �nally lead to a premature stop
codon residue downstream of mutation.

Identi�cation of a deletion in BBS1

CNV analysis led to the identi�cation of the deletion of exons 14 to 17 in the BBS1 gene of one patient.
Quantitative Real-Time PCR analysis in other family members of this patient proved the decrease in the
number of normal copies in heterozygous individuals compared to healthy individuals. The melting curve
is shown in Fig. 4.

Discussion
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In this study, we investigated the genetic factors involved in Bardet-Biedl syndrome in eighteen Iranian
patients. In the �rst step, according to the results of WES, we were able to identify eight variants, Overall,
four novel mutations including nonsense mutation in BBS6 (c.1334T > G), partial deletion (c.602 − 
12_622del) in the BBS7, frameshift deletion (c.131-143del) in BBS17, and nonsense mutation (c.901-
905del) in BBS8, and four known mutations such as, premature nonsense mutation (c.C1780T) in BBS2
in two patients, missense mutation (c.790G > A) in BBS5, frameshift mutation (c.271dup) in BBS10, and
nonsense mutation (1063C > T) in BBS12 were identi�ed.

In the next step, by reanalyzing the unsolved cases, we identi�ed a synonymous mutation (c.471G > A) in
seven patients. Six patients were of Baloch ethnicity and one patient was of Persian ethnicity. The
segregation study con�rmed this mutation. Evaluating the homozygous regions in six patients showed
the presence of a common homozygosity box in four patients belonging to the Baloch ethnicity, which
suggests the possibility of the founder nature of this mutation. This approach is justi�ed by the
possibility that unaffected parents who are distantly related, come from an ethnic group with a high
endogamy rate, or reside in a geographical isolate could be heterozygotes for the same recessive
mutation from a common ancestor.

This mutation is a synonymous mutation, which at �rst glance looks like a benign mutation, but past
population studies have shown that this mutation is associated with BBS disease [16]. Given the high
conservation of the last guanine nucleotide and its possible role in splicing, this homozygous substitution
in BBS2, c.G471A (p.T157T) is considered to have a strong effect on the pre-mRNA splicing process. The
HSF analysis detected the disrupted wild-type donor site due to this mutation. Disruption in the splicing
process probably leads to intron retention in the mature mRNA, and by creating frame-shift mutation and
premature termination codon, it will probably lead to NMD. Thus, the interaction of the BBS2 protein with
other proteins in the BBSome complex, a complex of proteins involved in early cilia development, is
disrupted.

There is no precise information about the frequency of this mutation in Iranian databases, and the allelic
frequency of this mutation is reported as 0.000014 in the GnomAD database [19]. According to the
geographical location of patients with this mutation in this study and previous studies, this mutation
seemingly is very old in this region. This raises the possibility of a high frequency of this mutation in
Iranian society. Thus, population screening of this mutation in the southeast community of Iran can have
a good effect on preventing the recurrence of this disease.

In the last decade, copy number variations (CNVs) have been recognized as a major contributor to genetic
burden in rare and common disorders. CNV is a phenomenon caused by genomic rearrangement and its
length usually exceeds 1 kb [20]. These changes play a signi�cant role in creating the necessary diversity
in the population and disease phenotype. In this study, the investigation of CNV in one patient led to the
identi�cation of a large deletion in the BBS1 gene that includes exons 14 to 17. This deletion was
con�rmed using Quantitative real-time PCR in the family members of the patients. Deletion of this region
leads to the removal of terminal domains and the creation of a shortened and ineffective protein.
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Additionally, due to the heterogeneous nature of the BBS, the distribution of causative genes varies
across populations. Even though the highest proportion of genes involved in BBS in different populations
belong to BBS1 and BBS10 [21], in this study, 50% of patients of Iranian origin carried the BBS2 mutation,
because of the BBS2 founder mutation phenomenon. This information is completely different from
Caucasian populations. These results propose a new approach for diagnosing BBS using molecular
genetics in Iran and perhaps other Middle Eastern countries, particularly Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Finding the population-speci�c frequent, or founder mutations could be a vital tool to develop an e�cient
algorithm for clinical genetic practice that would re�ne screening protocols before using more advanced
technologies like next-generation sequencing.

Conclusions
BBS diseases is the most important member of ciliopathies, which lead to syndromic mental retardation
with retinopathy, polydactyly, obesity, reproductive and kidney disorders. So far, a large number of genes
involved in ciliogenesis have been identi�ed in connection with BBS; however, a signi�cant part of this
disease remains idiopathic. More studies are needed to identify unusual variants in known genes in
addition to identifying new mutations associated with this disease. Our data in this study suggest the
c.G471A variant is a founder mutation that causes Bardet-Biedl syndrome in In the Baloch ethnicity of the
Iranian population. So, the Baloch ethnicity BBS suspected patients may be evaluated for this mutation
as the �rst diagnostic step. Also, according to the identi�cation of CNV in a patient with a negative-WES
result, CNV analysis must be performed in these patients.

Abbreviations
BBS: Bardet–Biedl syndrome; WES: Whole exome sequencing; ROH: Runs of homozygosity; CNV: Copy
Number Variation; NGS: next-generation sequencing
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2. Alstrom Syndrome Protein 1

3. Nephrocystin 4

4. Human Splicing Finder
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Figure 1

Overview of the pedigrees of the 18 families presented in this study. Probands who undergo WES
analysis are indicated with an arrow

Figure 2

Sanger sequencing result on the genomic level con�rmed co-segregation of the splicing variant (c.G471A)
in the families of patients

Figure 3

ROH plot to compare homozygous boxes between six patients with c.G471A mutation at position
56545071 and one patient without mutation as negative control (12-504), all patients are of Baloch
ethnicity. The homozygous box is observed in four patients
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Figure 4

SYBR Green Real-Time PCR results to compare gene dosage changes in heterozygous individuals with
exon deletion and healthy control sample. A, ampli�cation curve, Dilution of the DNA sample of the
heterozygous family members and the control sample was performed and the Real-Time PCR reactions
were performed in triplicates. B, melting curve. C, the ratio bar shows that the gene dosage in a healthy
control without deletion is almost twice as much as in heterozygous people, including the father, mother
and sister of the patient with deletion of exons 14 to 17


